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countermeasures. In this research, we have divided our work
into two parts. First of all, we will complete our work with
the review of Blockchain attack which is shown in “Result
and Discussion part” depending on our data collection from
research papers and some official web links. Then as per our
target, in section ‘V’ we have discussed the general process
of Double Spending Attack and its existing solution. Then in
the section ‘VI’ we have given our proposed model solve
the problem of first solution of Double Spending Attack. In
“Result and Discussion” part we also showed the Discussion
of our proposed model.

Abstract—Blockcahin is such a technology that helps us to
use a shared ledger. Although the ledger is in shared manner,
the total system is quiet secure. Bitcoin is a crypto currency
which uses blockchain technology. Value of blockchain is very
high than dollar or some other expensive currency. This is one
of the reasons of encouraging theft attack on the blockchain
technology. In this paper, we want to show the attacks on
blockchain, their targeted area, reason and their possible
proposed solution as review. Besides this, Double spending
attack is a major attack on blockchain which is occurred twice
till now and caused a huge loss of crypto currency. In this
paper, we also want to represent the reasons of these attacks
and propose one solution that can prevent Double Spending
Attack. Our findings will provide some future direction for
new researchers and also help the crypto business analysts to
predict about present security in the aspects of blockchain
network.

II. BACKGROUDN STUDY
We have studied more than 59 research papers and web
links to find out the data about Bloackchain Attacks and
their solutions. We also look at the general research
confirmation [8]. In Table I we have shown the types,
examples and Transection mediums that we have find out.

Index

Terms—Blockchain, bitcoin, attacks, double spending
attack & solutions.

I.

INTRODUCTION

There are a lot of researches occurred in various section
of computer attack [1],[2]. We have got the first concept
about Blockchain and Bitcoin from a published paper of
“Sathoshi Nakamoto” named as “A peer to peer electronic
cash system”. Blockchain as a secure ledger is the current
digital platform and takes attention to it academically and
industrially. In 2015 and 2016 Bitcoin was the best
performing currency [3] but in 2017 ripple reach to best
position [4]. It is used in Transportation and data
management system this transaction allows for decentralized,
immediate and dependable, and there is no need of third
party, such as dealer negotiator, etc. Consensus mechanism
is making this network more secure [5]. Though it is a
secure system, but due to some vulnerability a huge number
of Bitcoin is stolen from 2010 to 2018. In the first six
months of 2018 micro researcher detect more than 787000
of malicious crypto currencies mining software [6]. In May
and June 2018 Double spending attack occurred which was
constructed by equihash algorithm and effect on POW
consensus mechanism. By this attack $18.6 million US
bitcoin was stolen [7]. So, we keep our focus on bitcoin
security, their risk, real attack, loss, effect and

Blockchain 2.0
Blockchain 3.0
Blockchain 4.0

Facilitation,
verification,
enforcement
Decentralized storage and
communication
Making
Blockchain
technology
useable
to
industry 4.0 demands

Ethereum
Ethereum
storage

TABLE II: CONSENSUS TYPES AND THEIR MARKED CAPITALIZATION OF
VARIOUS KINDS OF CRYPTO CURRENCIES
Name of Crypto
Consensus
Market cap
Bitcoin
Pow
$71,890454,161
Ethereum
Pow
$12,092,653,223
$14,796,628,442
Ripple
Ripple protocol
Bitcoin cash
Pow
$3,023,721,859
Steller
Steller consensus
$3,121,437,638
Litecoin
Pow
$1,990,487,368
Cardano
Pos
$1,066,100,559
EOS
Pos
$2,660,752,236

A block is a size number to specify how much data is
coming next. It is composed of a header and a long list of
transactions as shown in Fig. 1. In the Table II we have
listed types and their market capitalization and the market
value of crypto currencies at December, 2018 are shown in
table 3 [9]. Table III represents the market value of bitcoin
at different time. From the data we can see that bitcoin is
very expensive and at February 2018 is was very expensive.
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TABLE I: VARIOUS TYPE OF BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK
Examples
Transaction
medium
Blockchain 1.0
Financial transaction
Bitcoin
Type
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to overflowing the network with more info in a procedure it
develops an insensible exploit [28].
10) Block withholding Attack: In General Block
withholding attack formed a block mining by few pool
components but they don’t express any blocks [29].
11) Nothing at Stake Attack: Debut of proof of stake, a
big element of the crypto group was hesitant that is just a
liability for sign and plenty of obstacles misconduct manner
[30].
12) The Long Range Attack: In Long range attack, the
history of blockchain is modified by a fork which is already
exists in a current block [30], [31].
13) Research Gap: In the aspect of Blockchain, as there
are a lot of attacks had happened, and for beginners if
anyone wants to know the all attacks in a link, then he or she
feel difficulties to get all the information at a glance. It
motivates us to write a review paper. Moreover, our target
was to also list down all the possible solution. As Double
Spending attack was occurred several times, there is a
solution of this attack. So here is a gap that we can propose
a new model so that we can reduce the chance to occur this
attack.

Fig. 1. Structure of a block.
TABLE III: MARKET VALUE OF BITCOIN IN DIFFERENT TIME (FROM
STARTING TO RUN TIME)
Date
Value of Bitcoin in Us $
Jan 2009
0.00
July 2010
0.08
Feb 2011
1.00
July 2011
31.00
Dec 2011
2.00
Dec 2012
13.00
April 2013
266.00
June 2013
100.00
Jan 2014
800.00
April 2014
440 – 630
March 2015
200 – 300
June 2016
450 – 750
Jan 2017
800 – 1150
Sept 2017
5000
Dec 2017
17900
Feb 2018
6300
Nov 2018
3778

IV. METHODOLOGY
In this paper as our first target was to create a complete
review of blockchain so that researcher can get a proper
review about blockcahin at a glance, so we have created our
dataset from more than 70 web links and research papers.
By analyzing these data manually, we have created Table IV
to get a review. Each and every attack was occurred to the
intention of money theft. We have also found the total
amount of currency loss due to different attacks, which is
shown in Table V. Then by using excel we have uploaded
our data and find out some result such as, in which year how
much attacks were happened as shown in Fig. 3, year wise
crypto currency hacked in Fig. 4, how many times network
was hacked in Fig. 5. By analyzing our data, we have also
shown the date wise stolen amount with different network
name, as shown in Table VI.
In this research, our target was to ensure more security of
blockchain network. As Double Spending attack occurs
several times after implementing one solution. We have
analysed the fault with the existing procedure and proposed
a hypothetical solution of this vulnerability, as shown in
Section VI.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW
We go through at most 80 papers/web links to find out the
attacks that already happened on the Blockchain network.
We found 19 different attacks as follows:
1) Spam Attack: A spam attack effects a committed
transaction by slowing the network and making the block
creation delay [10]-[13].
2) Double Spending Attack: Double spending attack refers
to that a different number of transactions occurred where the
crypto currencies are same [14], [15].
3) Eclipse Attack: To enlarge and store information about
other peer, a node chooses eight peers randomly in a
network and eclipse attack invasions on that node to take
benefit from peer-to-peer (P2P) network [16].
4) Time Jacking Attack: Time jacking attack may divide
the network into various parts [17], [18].
5) Finney Attack: If, vendor confirms the transaction only
once then the Finney attack occurs [19].
6) DAO Attack: The DAO stand for “Decentralized
Autonomous Organization’’ [20], [21].
7) Brute- Force Attack: A Brute-force attack is used to
collect secret information [22]-[25].
8) Sybil Attack: In Sybil attack the attacker makes many
pseudonymous identities in peer to peer network by
hijacking an insecure computer. Here, an attacker presents
these identities in distinct node [26], [27].
9) Targeted DDOS Attack: Targeted DDOS attack relates

V. DUBLE SPENDING ATTACK EXISTING PROCESS
To reach our goal at first we need to understand how
Double Spending attacks had happened. There are five
stages that represents how a double spends occur.
Stage 1: Block adding process. At first user sign off and
request for transaction through their user wallet. This
unconfirmed transaction takes place in a pool of
unconfirmed transaction from where the miner picks
transactions and solve complicated mathematical problem
through POW consensus to get hash output as unique one
and broadcast them to add the block to blockchain. If other
miners verify these hashes, only then, the block will be
added.
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Stage 2: As long as the good miners verify the block and
the block is being added to the real blockchain, on that time
the corrupted miner starts his own chain with the verified
block. This time corrupted miner spends all his currency and
sends this information to the real blockchain but not to his
own isolated chain.
Stage 3: In this stage the corrupted miner picks
transactions and add block to his isolated chain by verifying
them by him with strong computational power faster than
the good miners add block to the real blockchain.
Stage 4: The corrupted miner broadcast isolated
blockchain’s transaction to the real blockchain when
isolated chain is larger than the real one and the miner of
real chain try to add their block to the isolated one.
Stage 5: The democratic governace rule states that the
blocks will add to the larger one by reemoving the previous
records that they have. As the real blockchain’s block had
the information about the transaction where the corrupted
miner spent his currency but the isolated one don’t know
about the transaction. So, when the blocks try to add the
isolated chain then they would remove the previous
transaction informatin. So, in the new isolated chain, the
corrupted miner would be able to spend all of the currencies
that he had spent once in the real blockchain.

As democratic governance protocol rules, the larger chain
will be defined as real and miner from the smallest one
would like to add in the larger one by removing their
previous record and update the information according to the
new chain.
That means, as the block in isolated chain and does not
have the information about transaction T1, but real
blockchain blocks have, so when the old block add to the
new chain, that time they would remove the information
about transaction T1. That is how the corrupted miner would
be able to spend the bitcoin B1 that has already been spent.
To solve this problem when the block tries to add the new
chain, on that time if a block does not remove its previous
memory, rather updates its information with keeping the
previous one.

VI. PROPOSED MODEL FOR DOUBLE SPENDING ATTACK
As we stated before, double spending problem starts in
stage (3), when the corrupted miner starts to make his chain
larger than the real blockchain with his strong computational
power. Suppose, a corrupted miner M1 spends all his
bitcoins (B1) to purchase a product from vendor V1. This
corrupted miner adds this transaction to his block and spread
the information to the real blockchain and other miners of
the real blockchain verified this transaction, but this
corrupted miner does not add the transaction T1 to his own
isolated chain. As a result, the owner of the block in isolated
chain does not know about the transaction T1.
When the corrupted miner would be able to make his
chain larger, than, to the real chain, on that time, would
spread information about a transaction to the real blockchain
that exists in the isolated one. When the miner would go to
verify the transaction, then miner will find that, the isolated
chain is larger.

No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fig. 2. Proposed model to overcome the double spending problem.

By following our proposed rule, whenever a block from
smaller chain would add to the isolated chain, which has the
hash of transaction T1, it updates its transaction information
with keeping previous one. That means if isolated one has
the transaction information T2, T3, when block A would add
to isolated chain who has the information T1, after being
added it would have the information about T1, T2 and T3
and beside it will also spread the information of T1 to the
new chain. Thus, if one transaction has ever been occurred,
will be recorded permanently, and all of the blocks of chain
would have the information about all transaction. The
combined process of our proposed model is shown in Fig. 2.

TABLE IV: ATTACK DATE AND THEIR LOSSES THE ACCORDING ATTACK
Attack Name
Attack Time/Date
Currency loss due to attack
Wallet Attack
2013, 2016
US $70 million [32], [33]
Double Spending Attack March 2013 , 2018
Rapidly drop off bitcoin prices, US $175 million [34]
BGP Hijacking
2014
US $83000 [35]
Spam Attack
2015 to 2017, 2018
Effect on 80000 transactions [36]
Dao Attack
28th may 2016
US $60 million
DDOS Attack
16 times in 2016, 2017 Staminus network down for 20 hours, peaking at over 650 Gbps
US $123000 [37]
Selfish Mining Attack
May 2018
US $90,000 [38]

attack, brute force attack and block withholding attack. Five
attacks of these attacks targets on network, three are on
blocking protocol and the others are on computing power as
well as database. In Table VI, the survey results are given.
We also find out the targeted area for each attack so that a
researcher can easily find out the category of a specific

VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
From our data set we have found 15 different attacks
during this survey where 4 attacks are “POW consensus
based”. These 4 attacks are double spending attack, Finney
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attack. Table IV also shows the effects of all specific attacks
and their countermeasure that was proposed by various
researchers as we found from our survey.
From these above 15 attacks, we found only seven attacks
that occurred in several time.
Table V shows the date or time and the total amount of
losses due to the attacks. Wallet Attack, Double Spending

Attack, DDOS Attack, BGP Hijacking, Spam Attack, Dao
Attack, Selfish Mining Attack all are the attacks that occurs
from 2 to 16 times and causes a loss of dollars from US$70
to US $123000 as shown in the Table V. The entries are
total up to 818,485.77 stolen Bitcoins, presently worth like
USD 502,081,166.11. [39].

TABLE V: ATTACK NAME, THEIR TARGETED AREA OF ATTACK, EFFECT FOR THE ATTACH AND POSSIBLE COUNTERMEASURES FROM SURVEY
Targeted Area
No
Attack Name
Effect of Attack
Possible Countermeasure found
1. Brute Force Attack Computing
Power, Data encryption
inserting observers in the network, notify the merchant about an
Pow Consensus
ongoing double spend[40]
2. Refund Attack
Payment protocol
Lose money, reputation
publicly verifiable evidence[41][42]
3. Wallet Attack

Private key

4. Time
Hijacking Network
Attack
5. Long Range Attack Database[
6. BGP Hijacking
Database, Protocol
7. Sybil Attack

Network

8. DDOS Attack

Network

9. Eclipse Attack

Network

10. DAO Attack

Computing Power

Lose of bitcoin

threshold signature based two-factor security, hardware wallets [43],
Password-Protected Secret Sharing (PPSS)[44]
Fake peers
constraint tolerance ranges, network time protocol (NTP) or time
sampling on the values received from trusted peers [45]
Alter transaction history
Nodes trust identity provider, implementation of trusted hardware[46]
Fake transaction
Human driven process consisting of altering configuration or
disconnecting the attacker.[46]
Pseudonymous
identities, Xim (a two-party mixing protocol)
threatens user privacy
Generates
huge
unnecessary Proof-of-Activity (PoA) protocol[47]
responses about transaction
inconsistent view of the network Use whitelists, disabling incoming connections[47],[48]
and blockchain
Fake transaction
Hard fork proposal, Soft fork proposal [49]

11. Nothing at Stake Block
Slow consensus time
Slasher Protocol [50]
Attack
12. Pool Mining Attack Block,
Computing Slow verification time, fake Not Found
Power
transaction
13. Double
Spending Bitcoin
transaction, lose products, create forks
Recipient oriented transaction[51]
Attack
Pow Consensus
14. Selfish
Mining Block,
Computing Increase personal share on Address bitcoin protocol and raise threshold, computing branches are
Attack
power
transaction
same length and propagate all of them, Zero Block technique[52]
15. Spam Attack
Network
Slow transaction, network and permanent nominal transaction fee [53]
computing Power
TABLE VI: THE STOLEN AMOUNT WITH DATE AND HACKED NETWORK
NAME
Date
Stolen amount
Blockchain
Network
June 2011
16,120 bitcoins worth $500,000
Allinvain[54]
August
Wallet service was disappeared
Mybitcoin[54]
2011
March 2012
46,703 bitcoin
Linode user[54]

Moreover, we have calculated the total number of attacks
occurred in Blockchain Network are shown in Fig. 3. It
shows that in 2016 four different attacks were happened, in
2018 three attacks, in 2013 and 2017 two attacks, in 2012
and 2015 one attack were happened. In Fig. 4, we can see
the stolen amount of bitcoin with respect to year. Here we
can see that in 2014 suddenly the stolen amount was too
high, 850000 bitcoins. Moreover, we can also see that
bitcoins stolen are happening as a regular basis. Table VI
shows our findings on date wise stolen amount in various
networks. From this table we can state that, hackers are
trying to attack in different aspects of network.

Fig. 3. Number of blockchain network being attacked yearly from 2011 to
2018.

May 2012
September
2012
February
2014
January
2015
August
2016
2013
March 2014
2017

18,000 bitcoin
24,000 bitcoin

Bitcoinica[54]
Bitfloor[54]

850,000 bitcoins

collapse of Mt.
Gox[54]
Bitstamp[54]

First half of
2018
September
2018

174,603 bitcoins worth $1.1
billion [58]
5966 bitcoins

19,000 bitcoins
102,666 bitcoins worth $77
million
1000 bitcoins worth $100,000
100,000 bitcoins
240,000 bitcoins worth $1.2
billion [57]

Bitfinex[54]
WIRED [55]
Poloniex [56]

Japan
based
cryptocurrency
exchange [59]

Moreover, as hackers always target to different networks.
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In Fig. 5 we can see that in 2012 three networks had been
affected. In 2011, 2013, 2014 and 2018 2 different networks
were attacked by attacker. In 2015, 2016 and 2017 only one
network was affected by the attacker. After analyzing all
our data, we can conclude that 33% attackers target on
network protocol, 26% on computing power mechanism and
20% on block history. Moreover, we found within these 15
attacks 85% on them are on POW based consensus.

Double Spending Attack.
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